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DumGal Against Pylons 
 

Meeting with Scottish Campaign for National Parks – Thursday 12 November 

Present: Ross Anderson, Chair SCNP, John Thomson, Secretary SCNP, Alan Jones, 
Chair DGAP, William Crawford, Vice Chair DGAP, Penny Coles, Secretary DGAP. 

Key areas of discussion 

The discussion between members of Dumgal against pylons (DGAP) and the Scottish 

Campaign for National Parks (SCNP) focussed on how the designation of Galloway and 

the National Scenic Areas along the coast as Scotland’s third National Park might be 

accelerated as, once in place, Scottish Power Energy Networks (SPEN) will need to 

adopt a much more sympathetic approach to replacing and reinforcing the existing 

infrastructure.  There was common ground between the organisations in protecting and 

preserving the special landscape qualities of Dumfries and Galloway.  The experience of 

National Parks around the world shows that tourism is enhanced by the designation and it 

promotes much needed income into the rural economy.  We could see benefits for 

Dumfries as well, as it is the gateway to the region and the increase in visitor numbers 

would help boost the local economy across the region.  Alex Fergusson MSP and Richard 

Arkless MP have both expressed support for a National Park in Dumfries and Galloway. 

There was discussion around the £500m that Ofgem is providing to retrospectively bury 

underground some power lines and pylons in National Parks and Areas of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty.  Many areas were lobbying for a share of this money and probably £50m 

will be spent in Scotland around in the Loch Lomond National Park.  There was 

consensus that it is important to get it right first time for Dumfries and Galloway; this 

would also be cheaper for consumers. 

The SPEN Needs Case was seen as crucial to understanding the present and future 

need for the SPEN D&G project.  We believe that rapid shift in the type and location of 

electricity generation means that the needs case needs re-examining.  The Scottish 

Government based their National Planning Framework 3 on a predicted need presented 

by SPEN and it may need to be adjusted and modified in National Planning Framework 4. 

 

Actions arising from Meeting 

1.  AJ to circulate article on the £500m that Ofgem have made available in England and 
Wales to mitigate overhead lines with undergrounding (Complete – see attached). 

2.  PC to explore basis of the NPF3 in relation to SPEN’s Reinforcement Project. 

3.  PC to make FOI request for information from Ofgem in relation to SPEN’s request for 
funding to carry out an investigation into D&G’s Reinforcement Project. 

4.  AJ to involve David Mundell in examining Ofgem's regulatory role in relation to 
procedural injustice. 
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5.  AJ to raise the issue of procedural injustice with Helen McDade of Planning 
Democracy. 

6.  RA/JT in initiate contact with Richard Arkless and Joan McAlpine to seek and confirm 
their support in taking the National Park formation forward in D&G. 

7.  WC to identify Community Councils who would be sympathetic to the formation of a 
Galloway National Park. 

8.  WC to invite John Mayhew from SCNP to talk at Thornhill in February. 

9.  AJ publicise SCNP meeting with a view to a) informing supporters that NP status 
would require a more considered proposal from SPEN and b) identify supporters who 
might wish to become involved in a local SCNP group.  

10.  AJ explore opportunity for SCNP to give a presentation to the Lower Nithsdale CC 
Federation meeting.  

11.  PC to investigate whether other  Federations  will be formed in the west of the region 
following Community Council elections. 

12.  RA/JT to  seek to appoint a leader for a local SCNP group. 

13.  PC to contact Ewan Green, Head of Economic Regeneration of D&G Council, with a 
view to holding a discussion on the negative implications on tourism if SPEN’s project 
goes ahead as planned.  
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